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Abstract: YouTicle. This app is very helpful for both type of users i.e., Creators and Quality content seekers. YouTicle is stands 
for YouTube+Article creators can submit their videos and related article to us, and our app will show the videos in segregated 
way in various types of categories. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
YouTicle is nothing but a platform to the creators and audience who wants personalized content in easiest way., This is a Android 
based application with lots of personalized content. Having various types of categories, it is the treasure of quality and original 
content to the content seekers, and it is helpful for the new creators to gain the audience. 

II. MOTIVE 
The YouTicle app is all about its audience and the creators whose content will be featured on the YouTicle app with respect to the 
video’s category. The main motive behind this application is beneficial both for Content creators and the Audience. This application 
will bring the most creative and original content handed to the end users. 

III. PLAN OF ACTION 
The plan behind this is to get more exposure to the new content creators and to give better content to the end user. This app is 
having Three Dimensional good for content creators, good for end users and good for the app developers. The app is having free 
listening on the platform in various categories which will be freely accessible to the app users. 

IV. MODE OF WORKING CONCLUSIONS 
This application is work on Android System on front end and It is having Php Admin panel in backend. The admin is having 
permission to submit the videos submitted by creators. For this YouTicle.in website is formed, and it cover all necessary steps for 
the creators. The End user can download the app from play store by searching YouTicle and can install it on their smartphone. The 
app is very user friendly and having dark mode as well as light mode with customized notification for users to get notification 
whenever there is any new video is featured. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The YouTicle app is helpful for creators and its bug free also the app is the booster for the new creators. The slogan of the app 
Watch, Grow, and Support fulfills the meaning of the motive behind the app. This app is having potential of commercial success as 
Startup. 
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